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Golf for a Cause hungers for success
For a day that started out soggy and wet,
the 16th Annual Golf for a Cause turned
out to be a day full of sunshine, camaraderie and generosity.
Our womens’ charity fundraiser had the
largest turnout we have ever had for this
event, as nearly 130 women registered to
play and there was a full shotgun on the
three courses.
Hamilton’s Neighbour 2 Neighbour Community Food Centre was the big winner
at the end of the day, and will receive a
cheque for about $24,000 as a result of the
Golf for a Cause fundraiser.

Gail Lazzarato and Karen Zizzo head to the golf course after an early morning rain shower.

“Community support through events like
this are crucial to providing programs that
assist so many people,” says Robyn Knickle,
Director of Development at N2N. “We could
not do it without the generosity of groups
like the women at Hamilton G&CC.”
The N2N Hamilton Community Food Centre
provides assistance to anyone in needs that tends to be newcomers to Hamilton
and seniors who find it difficult to make
ends meet.
The food centre brings people together, so
they don’t have to live in isolation and it can
alleviate the fear of poverty. The Hamilton
Community Food Centre is located at 310
Limeridge Rd. W. It provides food for kids
in camp, operates a multi-cultural kitchen,
funds a community garden network, provides community meals, as well as education programs.

Crab cakes courtesy of the Hamilton Keg Steakhouse were a huge hit with everyone including; Wanda Lynch,
Bobbi Vaughan, a friend from The Keg, Paula Hampson and Brenda Yates.
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Food centre chef Mark Raymond was up
until the wee hours of the morning baking
an assortment of fresh muffins for the
women including; beet & apricot, carrot &
cranberry and zuchinni & date - they were
delicious!
Wayne's Back Shop Boys were like Santa's
elves running around after the downpour
stopped - to replace the saturated scorecards, wiping off golf carts, putting up sun
shelters and delivering tables and chairs as
well as ice to all the guest stations on the
course.
There were many fun contests and tasty
samples at the Tea Amo Vintage Tea Trailer,
N2N morning muffins and the big hit of the
day, crab cakes and Caesars, hosted by The
Hamilton Keg Steakhouse + Bar and their
staff.

Carley Campbell purchasing a Passport of Gratitude from Lori Serafini.

Caesars for everyone including; Karen Zizzo, Gail Lazzarato, Lynda Lloyd and JoAnn Kennedy.

We had two contest holes where golfers
had to hit closest to "The Keg” (empty beer
keg), and the two longest drive holes were
sponsored by Jim Drury of The Keg.
The two closest-to-the-pin contests were
generously sponsored by Ashley Jewelers.
Thanks to Matt Ashley for hosting at 7 East
and a big thank you for the special treat of
golf balls for all participants. Julie Thompson and Heather Webster will be styling in
those beautiful watches they won. We had
some fun sunglasses, wearing suns to land
near, on 4 South and 5 East. The winners
of the putting contest were Pam Cyr and
Diana Patterson. The new Putting Contest
target was a grounds crew project. Thanks
to Jordan and Clayton for that fun addition.
We were happy to host the Golf Historical
Society of Canada, where the golfers were
able to try some, "play clubs,” the very

Kathy Raitt , Allison McMichael and Julie Thompson enjoy a refreshing drink
from Georgian Bay Spirit Co.

boring name for the first drivers. There was
even a longest drive with the historical golf
clubs. The generous donations of the table
centrepieces came from Jean's Flower Shop

and they were an added bonus for our
cause, as the Hole-In-One lunchers were
able to bid on them as well.
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Rachel Fowler and Meg Pigott ordering up ice tea.

Ruth Simba, Sheila Drury, Diane Campbell and Nicola Jamani enjoying the
crab cakes and caesars.

Deb Scime, Arlene Bennink, Mary Hynes and Cathy Drury.

Selfie time for Sheila Drury with ladies from Ancaster Community Services and Good Shepherd who picked up a truckful of
donations.

Hosts from Neighbour 2 Neighbour and Georgian Bay Spirits Co. enjoying muffins and drinks with Lori Serafini, Kim Ruzycki,
Marilyn Gregus and Eileen Bidulka.
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The format was a stressfree - "Shamble,"
where everyone played their own ball from
the location of the best drive of the team.
Additionally, there were mulligans offered
as part of the Passport of Gratitude that all
the participants purchased to compete in
the fun on-course contests.
Golf For a Cause is a chance for the blessed
membership of HGCC to “Play It Forward” to
the many charities in our community that
assist our neighbours who need a helping
hand. This year’s event featured a "Sharing
is Caring" theme and we started the day
with the Good Shepherd Donation truck
sitting in the roundabout gathering the
members’ purged gently used clothing. The
Ancaster Community Services were also on
hand collecting diapers, feminine products
and detergent.

May Wainwright-Morgan, Marny Riddell, Lise Bazoian and Judith McCulloch testing out hickory drivers with members of the Golf Historical Society of Canada.

It was a day to celebrate all we have to
share with others but also to be thankful
for our beautiful course and our many
friendships we have at HGCC.
Our committee of Diane, Ruth and Sheila
brought together the Womens’ Golf Captains of 2015, ‘16 & ‘17, as well as the fantastic assistance from Jill Winch, Lori Serafini
and Nicola Jamani-Barr. Nicola designed the
PowerPoint presentation that paid honour
to all the event’s generous sponsors, as
well as the membership who supplied the
fantastic silent auction donations.
Working like a team for the benefit of
others made the 2019 Golf For a Cause a
humongous success. Cheers!
Thank you
Sheila Drury

High-fives for a birdie for Susan Fitzgerald from Diana Patterson, Judy Ashley and Robyn Wilson.

“This is such a special day for the women
of the Club. It has been the best attended
event consistently with everyone generously supporting a very worthwhile cause within our community. It is all about giving back
or paying (playing) it forward. Our emphasis
this year was to rely on our own members
for donations and contributions, and in
response, it turned out to be a wonderful
day.” - Diane Campbell
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